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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
Our Variation Over Time scheme of work refers to data that can be used
from our past papers to support teaching Component 1 of the new A level
GCE English Language 2015 qualification.
This document gathers together in one handy resource a range of suitable
data from the past papers of our Edexcel GCE English Language 2008
specification.
This data can be used to teach students about particular aspects of
variation over time, with texts linked thematically, allowing language
development to be traced. However, please remember that this data has
been taken from the 2008 specification and is therefore not entirely
representative of the amount and type of data that students will encounter
in the 2015 specification. Therefore, please familiarise yourself with the
Sample Assessment Materials as these do give an indication of the quantity
of data that will be used in examinations for A level 2015.
We thought it would also be helpful for you to have guidance on the range
of features that could be explored in the data. We have therefore also
included extracts from the mark schemes that relate to the data. Although
the indicative content would have been written with a particular question in
mind, the details provided are a good starting point for the exploration of
the data.
We have also included the English phonemic reference sheet, which will be
included in all GCE 2015 examination papers where phonemic transcription
is used.
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2. English phonemic reference chart

2. English phonemic reference chart
Vowels
kit

dress

trap

lot

strut

foot

ɪ

e

æ

ɒ

ʌ

ʊ

letter

fleece

bath

thought

goose

nurse

ə

i:

ɑ:

ɔ:

u:

ɜ:

Diacritics: = length mark. These vowels may be shorter in some accents and will be
transcribed without the length mark /:/ in this case.

Diphthongs
face

goat

price

mouth

choice

near

square

cure

eɪ

əʊ

ɑɪ

ɑʊ

ɔɪ

ɪə

eə

ʊə

Consonants

2

pip

bid

tack

door

cake

good

p

b

t

d

k

g

chain

jam

fly

vase

thing

this

tʃ

ʤ

f

v

θ

ð

say

zoo

shoe

treasure

house

mark

s

z

ʃ

ʒ

h

m

not

sing

lot

rose

yet

witch

n

ŋ

l

r

j

w

Glottal stop

Syllabic /l/ bottle

Syllabic /n/ fatten

ʔ

ļ

ņ
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3. Data from past papers

3. Data from past papers
January 2010
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3. Data from past papers

June 2010
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3. Data from past papers

January 2011
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3. Data from past papers

June 2011
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3. Data from past papers

January 2012
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3. Data from past papers

June 2012
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3. Data from past papers

January 2013
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3. Data from past papers
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3. Data from past papers

June 2013
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3. Data from past papers
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3. Data from past papers
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3. Data from past papers

June 2014
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3. Data from past papers
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3. Data from past papers
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

4. Indicative content from past paper
mark schemes
January 2010 Text 1
The main focus here should be on historical context since other contextual
factors do not show sign of significant change (except the formality of
address).
Features should be related to standardisation, changes in printing
technology, influence of Caxton in process of standardisation and printing
conventions (such as yt and the macron).
Morphology
The general morphological structure of words is similar to modern English.
Use of third person –eth ending; use of day as verb with past participle –ed
ending.
Lexis
The lexis is mainly current but several words are unlikely to be commonly
used in such contexts and are quite formal, eg beseech, beasts and
counselled.
Orthography
Features should be related to standardisation, changes in printing
technology, eg substitution of ‘y’ for ‘’i’; substitution of ‘v’ for ‘u’; use of
final ‘e’; double consonants linked to short vowel sounds (thenne L1);
double vowels linked to long vowel sounds (goo L1); yt as a version of that
(linked to Old English letter ‘thorn’ ); phonological spelling; purpose of the
macron.
Grammar
The grammar is moving toward simplification. Similar to modern (link to
Caxton and standardisation), formation of negative (eg If he come not L3),
relative pronouns (L7), given the anthropomorphic nature would be who in
SE, third person ending ‘eth’, non-standard word order (eg L2 unto the plea
for to answer).
Discourse
Early printed narratives with a purpose to entertain, formal relationship
between characters reflects the relationship between king and subject as we
would find in modern English – sir tybert/my lord king. Legal lexis reflects
purpose of segment – seeking one who has done wrong – plea, court
dayed; use of imperatives by king shows his dominance.

28
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

January 2010 Text 3
Orthography
●

Regional pronunciations, eg furriner (foreigner), podener (partner).

●

Elision same ‘weak spots’ as English and other text, eg an’ (and), o’ (of),
ax (ask) (links to modern African American English (AAE) and attitudes).

●

Letter changes to illustrate changes in pronunciation, eg agin (again).

●

Author not intending an accurate illustration of accent. His purpose is to
please the reader with his language use and to add life to his story.

Grammar
●

Designed to be read by all so grammar may be more standard.

●

Present continuous prefixed a-working, relative pronouns not standard.

●

Non-standard formation of negative.

●

Multiple negatives (all can be linked to process of standardisation).

●

Non-standard word order says he.

●

Regularisation of reflexive pronoun hisself.

●

Regularisation of verb forms seed (links to continued simplification).

●

Missing third person ‘s’ (links to change), present tense.

Lexis
●

Lexis must be accessible to wide audience.

●

Some colloquial language to link to informal setting. American derivation
of new forms inquizitize.

Discourse
●

Written as if speaker addressing audience – first person narrative.

●

Structured as a written text but audience involved by use of stranger –
gives effect of being addressed by speaker.

●

Discourse markers, eg well, heighten the effect of spontaneous speech.

Graphology

●

Writer has chosen to indicate stress to augment his attempt to represent
spoken language. Relates to AmE as shows different stress patterns, eg
on devilment.

© Pearson Education Ltd 2015.
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

June 2010 Texts 2 and 3
Analysis and comments should focus on how travel writing has changed.
The data should be placed in the context of the changing nature of travel
writing – from personal account to guides.
Phonology/graphology
●

Use of bold.

●

Use of italics.

●

Alliteration in Text 3 (soft sand and snorkellers).

Morphology
Text 2:
●

polysyllabic.

Text 3:
●

compounding (longtail, lagoonside).

Lexis
Text 2:
●

‘interception’, ‘unknown profundity’

●

words not part of modern standard English, eg hither for ‘here’

●

collations (small meals on fast days)

●

proper nouns

●

use of adjectives

●

use of modifiers and prepositional phrases.

Text 3:
●

proper nouns (bold capitals to draw reader’s attention)

●

more informal to relate to reader – clamber, hauling

●

contraction used to reduce formality

●

more use of modifiers and prepositional phrases

●

noun phrases in apposition.

Grammar
Text 2:

30

●

first person plural/singular (including personal opinions)

●

use of passives

●

many relative clauses for detail

●

non-finite clauses acting as modifiers

●

adverbials and position

●

long, complex sentences with much subordination

●

complex compound sentences

●

unusual word orders to highlight information, eg it is a rock
perpendicularly tabulated and their extent we had not time to try

© Pearson Education Ltd 2015.
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●

declarative – account of travels

●

past tense.

Text 3:
●

second person

●

use of passives to front information for the reader

●

fronted adverbials

●

fewer relative clauses

●

use of modals

●

imperatives (modern demands for guide)

●

adverbials and position

●

present tense – immediacy and sense of being a current guide

●

still many long complex sentences to give detail

●

parentheses to give additional information.

Discourse/pragmatics
Text 2:
●

limited audience (possible link to social class)

●

time before travel was widespread for all classes

●

makes assumptions about gender – more likely to be male (reflects
society of time) – eg no man (unlikely to be generic use) and he that
ventures

●

purpose is to entertain by describing and to evoke an image – not a
practical guide

●

relationship is impersonal with some personal asides.

Text 3:
●

much wider audience – anyone wishing to go to Thailand – all classes
and genders

●

no gender assumptions – audience directly addressed (you) builds up a
relationship between writer and reader

●

purpose is to inform and perhaps to persuade and entertain.

© Pearson Education Ltd 2015.
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

January 2011 Text 1
Phonology/graphology
Features should be related to standardisation, changes in printing
technology etc:
●

long ‘s’

●

use of ‘u’ and ‘v’ not fixed

●

use of ‘i’ and ‘y’ not fixed

●

no use of ‘j’

●

capitals used to identify nouns of importance

●

use of double consonant in comming – link to phonology.

Lexis
Much of the lexis is acceptable in modern Standard English:
●

amitie (amity) would be considered very formal in modern SE and is
seldom used

●

protest is used with meaning ‘make a formal declaration’; most modern
users would associate it with dissent, disagreement or objection.

Grammar
●

–eth inflection for third person on verbs.

●

Use of mine as possessive determiner.

●

Archaic preposition unto.

Discourse
●

32

Repeated references to God and Christianity.
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January 2011 Texts 2 and 3
Text 2
This text has a different purpose from Text 3. Obama is making a speech of
thanks and outlining some of the current problems facing the United States
and some general plans for the future. Unlike Text 3, he is not discussing a
specific issue and he does not apportion blame for the problems he
identifies.
Text 3
This text has a purpose to persuade – it is an argumentative speech.
Crockett’s individuality and status as ‘frontiersman’ is reflected in his
distinctive use of language, especially vocabulary. The text also illustrates
some features of American English, as well as features of political and
persuasive language.
Phonology/graphology
Text 2:
●

some alliteration, eg spirit of service.

Text 3:
Non-Standard spelling is used to represent the accent of the speaker. Its
preservation in the text is designed to highlight the speaker’s distinctive
idiolect. Links should be made to both the development of American English
and comments relating to phonological ‘weak spots’ in English. Accurate use
of the IPA and relevant terminology should be rewarded.
●

Deletion of letters represents elision, eg state o’ the nation – a feature
common in many less formal styles.

●

Final /ɒ/ in present participle forms becomes /n/ – common feature of
many varieties of English.

●

Differences in vowel sounds, eg pinte (point), and etarnal (eternal).

●

Contractions.

●

American spelling, eg honor.

●

Reduction of vowels, eg feller – common in many varieties of English
including BrE speakers.

Morphology
Text 3:
●

Crockett’s personality and the pioneer spirit is shown through his
adaptation of existing words through the use of suffixes to create
original words, eg bankruptification, rascality.

●

He creates new words, eg slantendicular.

© Pearson Education Ltd 2015.
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

Lexis
Text 2:
●

First person pronoun repeated throughout which shows his thoughts are
the focus of the speech. He includes a variety of others (people present,
voters, the American people and his political party) with first person
plural we.

●

He uses words from the field of home and family to connect with his
target audience, eg backyards, living rooms, mothers.

●

Antonyms are used, eg mothers and fathers, ... awake after their
children fall asleep.

●

Some colloquial vocabulary is used to connect with the audience, eg
... dug into what little savings.

●

Enormity gives evidence of recent lexical change which has also
happened in the UK as its meaning shifts from the quality or act of
wickedness to great size.

●

There is some evidence of American lexis, eg dollar which is not used in
the UK and college which refers to a different concept, but the lexis is
world Standard English in that it accessible to all.

●

Proper nouns are used to give a sense of place.

Text 3:
●

There is some evidence of distinct American lexis, eg dollar,
Congressman and liquor.

●

Words from the semantic field of politics and finance show the subject
matter of the speech.

●

Informal/colloquial terms are juxtaposed with these terms to show his
identification with the common people and distance from his fellow
politicians, as well as his larger-than-life personality.

●

Proper nouns are used to refer to people and places.

●

Personification of money and America, eg Old Currency, Uncle Sam.

Grammar
Text 2:

34

●

Lists of three as rhetorical device, eg three prepositional phrases of the
people, by the people and for the people.

●

Relative clauses used to add information to nouns to build up detailed
and often emotive descriptions, eg ... who rejected the myth of their
generation’s apathy.

●

Uses mainly declaratives to inform but uses a sequence of imperatives
to urge his audience to action, eg let us remember ...

●

Uses a variety of structures:
●

short, simple structures to make emphatic points and to draw the
audience’s attention – the climb will be steep

●

complex structures allow for greater detail, often to create an
emotive response from the listener as with the string of relative
clauses in the second paragraph.
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●

Uses a variety of tenses, eg past (We didn’t start) and present (we know).

●

Use of modal verbs to express certainty (will) but only one instance of
may showing uncertainty (we may not get there ...) – this is in keeping
with the expected optimism.

●

Uses some passive structures to change the focus, eg it was built by
working men and women ... – in this case it allows ‘it’ to be the
grammatical subject as this is the focus of the next few sentences.

●

Adverbials and position. Give details of time place or manner.
Sometimes used to create contrast, eg Even as we stand here ...

●

Modified noun phrases to give detail.

Text 3:
●

Mix of sentence moods to suit purpose:
●

imperatives – Let black Dan Webster …

●

interrogatives used as a rhetorical device – Whar’s the state revenue?

●

declaratives used to inform and answer interrogatives

●

exclamations used to create sense of spoken emotion.

●

Use of lists of three as a rhetorical device, eg ... broken banks, broken
hearts, and broken pledges ...

●

Adverbials for time, place, manner.

●

Evidence of archaic formation of present participle a-comin’, also found
in older English dialects.

●

Modified noun phrases to give essential details – starving people – but
also to create his individual language – hull-hog patriotism.

Discourse/pragmatics
Text 2:
●

Pauses are often where punctuation would be found as this is a scripted
speech, but they are also used to highlight key information and to let
the audience settle.

●

Use of the first person plural we includes his audience and his political
backers/party.

●

Grammatically similar structures and parallelism create a sense of
cohesion within the speech, eg for even as we celebrate ... and Even as
we stand here...

●

Some candidates might note allusions to other famous American political
speeches such as the Gettysburg Address or Martin Luther King’s
‘promised land’ speech.

Text 3:
●

Use of first person pronoun shows his individuality in this group setting.

●

His distinctive use of colloquial rural language, including metaphors,
similes and use of humour, shows Crockett to have a separate identity
from his fellow politicians and one more in touch with the people.

●

His use of rhetorical questions and answers mimic adjacency pairs in
conversation.

●

Formal term of address – Mr Speaker – shows that despite his
informality he must follow the constraints of the environment.
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June 2011 Text 1
Phonology/graphology
●

Substitution of ‘y’ for ‘’i’.

●

Substitution of ‘v’ for ‘u’.

●

Use of final ‘e’.

●

Phonological spelling.

●

Double vowels linked to long vowel sounds (dooth).

●

Capitals for nouns of importance.

Lexis
●

Several words are unlikely to be commonly used in such contexts today
and are quite formal, eg electuarie (a medicinal paste).

●

Others have changed meanings over time – nice is used in an obsolete
sense, possibly ‘wanton’ and ‘delicate’ respectively.

●

Semantic narrowing has occurred with meat moving from food of any
kind to animal flesh.

Grammar
Similar to modern (link to process of standardisation and rise of a national
language).
●

Third person ending –eth.

●

Use of determiner – at the first ...

Discourse
References to Greek philosophers show that Classical sources were valued,
as does the Latin form of England (Anglia) in the title.

36
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June 2011 Texts 2 and 3
Analysis and comments should focus on how writing about music has changed.
As well as describing features, candidates should relate them to context.
The data should be placed in the context of the changing nature of music
writing from a limited middle-class audience for live music, to part of youth
culture with recorded music and a much wider socio-economic base.
Phonology/graphology
●

Little scope for comment in these texts.

●

Italics for Italian in Text 2 and bold in Text 3.

Morphology
Text 2:
●

Words of Latin, Italian and French origin, eg bass (Latin/Italian), opera
and librettist (Italian), performance and melodies (French). These can
be related to lexical expansion in the area of music and culture by
borrowing from other languages.

●

Use of Italian title Signor.

Text 3:
●

Novel compounds – mushroom-clod, art-punk, art-rock – often as
modifiers.

Lexis
Text 2:
●

proper nouns used to refer to musicians and works

●

words from semantic field of opera – librettist

●

polysyllabic orchestrations

●

words such as domestics falling from use in SE, which shows how a
changing society affects language

●

use of adjectives.

Text 3:
●

proper nouns used to refer to musicians and works – words from
‘modern’ semantic field of music, eg gig – some of these show the
influence of technological change, eg record, single, album

●

more informal to relate to reader –tatty, chipper, freakiness – this can
be related to the counter-culture associated with modern music

●

some formal polysyllabic lexis, eg cloistered, protocols – this is a serious
magazine with respected professional journalists giving a detailed
account to an audience who expect some level of seriousness

●

language that reflects technological change, eg download

●

cultural references make inferences about the audience and their
understanding – Mighty Boosh

●

contraction used to reduce formality and create links with the spoken
language.

© Pearson Education Ltd 2015.
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Grammar
Text 2:
●

some use of passives – ... was received with unqualified pleasure –
often because the agent is not important or obvious

●

some use of relative clauses for detail – ... which Signor Bottesini knows
so well how to write ...

●

adverbials (and position)

●

long, complex sentences with much subordination

●

complex compound sentences to link related ideas

●

declarative mood

●

much use of subject complements as the purpose is to describe (the
subject) – The characters are distinctive

●

past/present tense

●

use of modifiers and prepositional phrases

●

noun phrases in apposition, eg ... Taddei, the librettist of Ali Baba – to
provide reminders to the audience of their role in this production

●

first person plural used to show opinion of writers and may suggest the
high regard their readers are expected to have for their personal
opinion.

Text 3:
●

use of passives to front information for the reader

●

much use of adverbials in different positions, eg to set the scene
(upstairs in a tatty Shoreditch pub ...), create temporal sequence
(Today ...), provide details of time (shortly before a gig supporting
heroes The Sonics ...)

●

fewer relative clauses

●

declarative mood to inform with single imperative at start which involves
audience

●

present tense/present progressive gives sense of immediacy (The
Horrors are examining ...) /past tense

●

still many long complex sentences to give detail

●

much use of modifiers and prepositional phrases

●

noun phrases in apposition

●

second person pronoun to involve the audience with direct address.

Discourse/pragmatics

38

●

Limited and general audience for Text 2 with a possible link to social
class, but much wider, more specialist audience for Text 3.

●

Makes no assumptions about gender – Text 3 uses you.

●

Relationship is formal in Text 2 and less so in Text 3. Both writers
present themselves and their readers as experts.

●

Purpose is to inform.
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January 2012 Texts 2 and 3
Texts 2 and 3 are both examples of archaeological texts written about
ancient monuments. Identification and comments should focus on how this
form of writing has changed.
The data should be placed in the context of language change over time and
the development of specialist approaches to forms of scientific/academic
writing (such as the development of specialist semantic fields).
Context could also include the relationship with the audience and changing
audiences (including their expectations), as well as the function of the texts
which, although similar in that they are both to inform, show some subtle
differences with Text 2 being more speculative.
Graphology
Text 2:
●

use of italics to draw attention to words and phrases the author
considers important, including many proper nouns

●

capitals used for proper nouns but some evidence of them being used to
draw the audience’s attention to nouns of importance, eg Armour and
Writers

●

the possessive <s> on nouns is not apostrophised, possibly showing
that a fully standardised punctuation system was still developing at this
time

●

the long s <ſ> is used for an initial and medial lower case <s>.

Text 3:
●

some use of bold and italics for subheadings.

Orthography
Text 2:
●

the final <e> is still evident on some words but its sparse nature would
seemingly support the fact it is now dying out, eg greatnesse

●

the spelling of magick shows older variant digraph for representing the
hard /k/ sound

●

the spelling peeces shows a double vowel

●

the double consonants may have phonetic link, eg severall

●

spelling of reliques varies from modern standard, although it would not
differ phonetically

●

spelling of Stonehenge differs

●

use of Old English letter <æ> in Cæſer but its absence elsewhere in the
text indicates that it is no longer commonly used

●

variable use of <j> as seen in iudgement and judgement

●

elision shown in ’Tis.

Text 3:
●

modern text that shows no orthographical variation as spelling is now
fully standardised.
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Morphology
Text 2:
●

the now archaic third person verb inflection <eth> is found in the text,
eg saith a modern Writer, but it is not used consistently in this text (Sir
Henry Blunt ... speaks) – this is possible evidence of its unclear status in
this period

●

the modern English irregular verb ‘to dig’ appears in a regularised form
digged.

Text 3:
●

no significant comment.

Lexis
Text 2:
●

there are few lexical items that can be described as truly archaic in this
text but habiliments unlikely to be used today

●

much of the lexis would be considered excessively formal and would not
be in the modern audience’s productive vocabulary – they may still be
encountered in formal writing, eg opines.

Text 3:
●

use of proper nouns linked to the semantic field – Khufu, Hetepheres –
and people involved in the excavations of pyramids – George Reisner

●

large number of specialist words related to the study of ancient Egypt,
eg sacopagus, mastaba

●

nouns of measurement are used so the reader is given precise
archaeological detail, often in abbreviated form as familiarity is assumed
– 28m (92ft) – and the unfamiliar cubit which is associated with this
culture

●

archaeological references show the academic nature of the text, eg G1-a

●

lexis tends to be formal and academic with Latinate terms such as
obscure or nucleus being used instead of more simple or everyday
synonyms.

Grammar
Text 2:

40

●

Non-standard formation of negative if I mistake not. Standard English
uses an auxiliary to form the negative. Some candidates may comment
on the use of mistake as a verb.

●

Use of declarative sentences to inform.

●

Use of an imperative Take with you also Draytons iudgement ... This
would be unlikely in a modern text and is possibly used by the author to
show his authority.

●

Like the modern text, passive structures (without agent) are used –
... rusty armour and mens bones should be digged up. It is likely these
were used to move the important information to the front and remove
an irrelevant agent.

●

Non-standard word orders are found in this text such as have been by
digging found, peeces of ancient fashioned armour, and the bones of
© Pearson Education Ltd 2015.
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men ... where the grammatical subject (peeces ... men) follows the
predicator. Additionally, the placement of the lexical verb found after the
adverbial (by digging) would also be considered unusual. These features
give a PAS structure instead of the modern SPA.
●

Use of long grammatically complex sentences for detail.

Text 3:
●

The sentence mood is declarative. An open interrogative is used as a
section header to both interest the reader and signpost the information
in this section.

●

Modal verbs are used when facts are in doubt and signpost uncertainty
or possibility for the reader, eg GI-b might belong and GI-c could
belong.

●

Passive clauses are used where the agent is unimportant/obvious/
unknown and writer wishes to focus the readers’ attention on the
affected. In many instances the agent is deleted, eg the burial
chambers, west of the centre axis, were cut out of bedrock ...

●

Relative clauses are used to build up detailed description of nouns, eg
... queen Meritetes, who lived through the reigns of Sneferu ... The text
also includes many zero relative clauses where the relative pronoun has
been deleted, eg Backing stones, equal in size and hue to the nucleus,
obscure the tiers.

●

Use of modifying adjectives to build up an accurate picture and so fulfil
its informative role. The majority of these modifiers are factual/objective
since the reader is not interested in emotive description or the author’s
opinion, eg stepped internal nucleus, burial chambers. There is very
occasional use of more subjective modifiers, eg beautiful alabaster
sarcophagus.

●

The text uses a variety of sentence types. Short simple sentences are
used for impact, eg This was the canopic chest for the queen’s internal
organs. Compound sentences are used to link related ideas, eg The
shaft was extraordinarily deep (over 27m or 89ft) and was blocked with
masonry from top to bottom – which took weeks to clear. Complex
sentences allow layers of details to be added.

●

Use of a sentence initial conjunction which could be considered nonstandard, eg But only that of GI-c survives with its walls intact. This
creates a sharp contrast with the previous sentence.

Discourse
Text 2:
●

references to other historians and classical scholars is used by the
author to give weight to his argument.

Text 3:
●

no attempt to engage with the reader on a personal level

●

links to other pages show the reader where further information can be
found and contextualise the text as part of a wider work.
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

June 2012 Texts 2 and 3
Analysis and comments should focus on how instructions and English have
changed and developed over time, as well as aspects of recipes that have
not changed.
In addition to describing the features of the texts, the data should be placed
in the context of the changing nature of recipes from a limited audience to a
much wider audience, the influence of the different modes of transmission,
and how social and economic changes have affected the language used.
Graphology
Text 2:
●

variable use of full stops and no commas in these texts – a virgule / is
used to separate some grammatical units

●

the use of capital letters has not been standardised

●

the careful layout that one would expect from a modern written recipe is
not in evidence – this is most notable in the absence of an ingredients
list

●

numbers represented in various ways, eg dozen and xvi.

Text 3:
●

no relevant comment as it is a transcript.

Orthography
Text 2:
●

The spelling of shouldre varies from the modern standard. Words ending
<er> are variably spelled <er> or <re>. This is evidence of the spelling
system not being fully standardised.

●

‘Sugar’ is spelled variably as sugre and suger. As well as evidence of a
more relaxed spelling system, this could be linked to the spelling
shouldre. The word ‘together’ also shows variable spelling (togider and
togither).

●

The values of the consonant letter <y> and vowel letter<i> are still not
fixed in this period, eg wyne and fayre. This may be linked to preprinting forms of English and minim confusion.

●

The values of the consonant letter <v> and the vowel <u> are still not
fixed, eg vpon (upon) and sauery (savoury). The general rule of using
<v> as word initial and <u> as word medial seems to be followed in
this text.

●

A final <e> appears on many words. This may be related to the effect of
printing and/or to earlier periods in the history of English.

●

The doubling of some consonants may be linked to phonology, eg
busshe.

Text 3:
●
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No relevant comment.
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Phonology
Text 2:
●

No relevant comment.

Text 3:
●

Stress is used to convey the speaker’s enthusiasm and draw attention to
key points.

●

Vowel change in tomato is typically associated with American English.

●

Elision of sounds such as the initial consonant in them /ǝm/ shows the
informality of the text and an attempt to appeal to the target audience.
Such forms are also present in British English and indicate that there are
common phonological ‘weak spots’ across a range of Englishes.

●

Reduction of vowel sounds also shows the informality of the text and
indicates that there are common phonological ‘weak spots’ across a
range of Englishes, eg and /ænd/ reduced to /ǝn/.

Morphology
Text 2:
●

There are examples of the archaic third person verb ending <eth> eg
ryseth but no evidence of the archaic second person ending.

●

The verb ‘to be’ is used in its uninflected base form. In modern English
this irregular verb would appear in different forms, eg let it boyle until it
be Jelly ...

Text 3:
●

The uninflected adverb real is a key morphological feature of American
English.

Lexis
Text 2:
●

Use of words such as fire reflect changing cooking methods.

●

Fathyng (farthing) now archaic and can be linked to social/political
change.

●

Nouns of measurement are used as would be expected, eg gallon and
the completely archaic potell. Gallon was lost with the change to the
metric system.

●

The text uses many recognisable terms from the semantic field of food
which would still be used today, eg egges, Rosemary and tyme, but
changing tastes are reflected in terms like capon which are no longer
common.

Text 3:
●

Some limited lexical difference between American English and British
English, eg chuck, and others reflect the different cultures, eg baseball.

●

There is much use of nouns and verbs from the semantic field of food
and cooking, eg sear, barbecue, toast.

●

Use of terms such as throw (a slice of onion ...) rather than more
precise synonyms, such as place or lay, indicates the informal nature of
this recipe and relates to its (male?) audience.
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Grammar
Text 2:
●

use of imperatives to instruct, eg take a capon ...

●

the coordinating conjunction and is used to link clauses and create long
compound structures

●

the adverb then is used to create sequencing to help the reader follow
the instructions, eg ... then put them in youre creame

●

adverbials are used to give information associated with time and place
(but perhaps not as many as would be expected in a modern recipe),
eg... tyll the flesshe come from the bone, into a pan and ‘in a fayre
cloth’

●

some modifiers are used in noun phrases, just like in a modern recipe,
to provide description for the audience, eg swete thick creame, but a
modern text would likely use more for the sake of precision or
interesting the reader

●

an intensifier very is used to aid the audience’s understanding and give
detail necessary to successfully make the dish

●

a variety of pronouns are used including the archaic second person
subject pronoun ye – these indicate some attempt to communicate
directly with the audience.

Text 3:
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●

use of non-Standard demonstrative pronoun them instead of ‘those’, eg
... toast up them buns, lock in them juices – this is a common feature of
many English dialects and helps create an informal relationship with the
audience

●

modified noun phrases are used to entice the audience and are often
subjective, eg beautiful tomatoes, but others are essential for
successfully following the recipe, eg high heat

●

use of the second person pronoun you and first person plural we directly
involve the audience

●

deictic expressions, eg here, demonstrate the visual aspect of the text

●

ellipsis of the subject/auxiliary verb in some clauses where it is
predictable in context, eg going to move these burgers off, look good –
this saves time and is a common feature of many varieties of spoken
English

●

the sentence mood is declarative to describe the process, eg these smell
good already, and imperative to instruct the audience, eg roll these into
about baseball size

●

adverbials are used for a variety of functions and a variety of positions
to inform but not as extensively as one may expect in a written recipe,
eg in the meantime ...

●

the tense is mainly present as the listener/watcher is following the
action (they look good) but future is also used (... we’re going to do
some burgers ...).
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Discourse/pragmatics
●

Pronouns are used to create interaction with the reader but relationship
is quite neutral.

●

Purpose is to instruct.

●

Probably a narrow audience.

●

Hedges soften the force of some of the imperatives to maintain the
friendly interaction.

●

Pauses are used to split the utterances into easily processed chunks of
language and often coincide with punctuation in the written language,
perhaps showing the text is largely pre-scripted. Others are where the
viewer is watching the action onscreen. It is highly unlikely that these
can be linked to planning and thinking, and such comments should not
be rewarded.

●

Lack of non-fluency probably indicates that this piece is rehearsed.

●

The idiolect of the speaker and informal relationship shown by frequent
use of exclamations, which are stereotypically associated with American
English, such as man and boy, possibly indicate the gender of the
speaker as male?

●

The purpose is to instruct.
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

January 2013 Text 1
Graphology
●

Capitals used to identify nouns of importance.

●

Use of y to represent a ‘th’ in Yt and Ye but this is not consistent – line 2
that.

●

Use of macron for a missing ‘n’.

Orthography
●

Use of ‘u’ and ‘v’ not fixed, eg haue.

●

Use of ‘i’ and ‘y’ not fixed, eg requyre.

●

No use of ‘j’, eg iniuries.

●

Ye as a form of ‘the’ and ‘that’.

●

Final/silent ‘e’.

●

Double consonants for short vowel sounds, eg immortall.

Morphology
●

Archaic third person ending –eth.

●

Use of English as a verb?

●

Treatment of English as a verb (meaning ‘translated’?).

Grammar
●

Archaic second person subject pronoun ye.

●

Non-standard word order, eg yet hath it ...

Discourse
●
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Use of Latin at start would be unlikely today and reflects its academic
prestige.
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January 2013 Texts 2 and 3
Analysis and comments should focus on contextual factors of the data which
show the development of scientific writing over time in response to different
audiences and changing audience needs, the development of a specialist
field and style of writing, and the function of the texts and their mode, with
the key constituents of language used to explore and exemplify.
Graphology
Text 2:
●

Use of capitals to indicate nouns of importance.

Text 3:
●

Use of Greek symbols in the chemical formula. This links to the prestige
in which classical languages were held and their use in the development
of scientific writing.

●

Parenthesis for additional information which is not essential to the
primary purpose.

●

Bold and italics are used to help key terms stand out These may help
the reader identify where key information is and so help fulfil the text’s
educational purpose.

Orthography
Text 2:
●

missing ‘e’ in past tense inflection

●

standard spelling reflects pace of standardisation process.

Text 3:
●

standard spelling indistinguishable from British English.

Morphology
Text 3
●

Compounding is evident in thermochemical. Science requires new words
as new concepts are discovered. (In BrEng this would be hyphenated.)

Lexis
Text 2:
●

Evidence of lexis that could be considered formal and literary today, eg
vehement, contiguous.

Text 3:
●

Specialist terminology used – eg moles – which is not accessible to the
non-specialist. Possibly referenced and defined earlier in the book.

●

Subject-specific abbreviations used – not always with definition – and
also show science/chemistry has its own semantic field. This also shows
that the audience is meant to have some basic scientific knowledge or
they could have been previously referenced.

●

Some abbreviations defined, such as kJ. It is likely that this is the first
time they have been referenced in the book and links to its purpose to
inform.
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●

The use of Latinate lexis (such as aqueous) links back to the
development of scientific writing and Latin’s prestige and status as a
lingua franca in the Renaissance.

Grammar
Text 2:
●

Use of first person plural pronoun we. This does not attempt to include
the audience, instead referring to an unnamed other or others.

●

Modification and post-modification are used to provide the detailed
description needed by early scientists (eg small ear then melting Pot, of
an almost Cylindrical figure).

●

Relative clauses also allow for additional detail about nouns (eg the iron,
whose upper part ...).

●

Passive structures where the agent is considered less important and
maintains the audience’s focus on the affected substance.

●

Use of adverbials so Boyle is able to inform his audience about the time,
place, manner or reason of actions important to his experiment (eg we
let down, by a turning key ...).

●

Starting sentence with the conjunction but to emphasise the contrast
with the previous sentence.

●

Past tense.

●

Declarative structures.

Text 3:
●

Relative clauses are used to provide additional information about a noun
phrase, eg An equation that shows ...

●

Tense – present tense.

●

The sentences are predominantly declarative as the purpose is to
explain. A single imperative is used – let us ...

●

Adverbials of reason used to help the audience understand why the
reactions take place (because ...). In the last paragraph the reason is
placed at the start of the sentence to highlight its importance.

●

Conditional adverbials are used.

●

Modal auxiliaries used for certainty and to impress upon the audience
the importance of certain actions (you must ...).

●

Use of plural first person pronouns to include the audience and make
them part of the chemistry community.

●

Modified noun phrases are used to give detailed descriptions.

●

There is no indication in the grammar that this is Australian English.

Discourse/pragmatics
Text 2:
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●

personal comments on the risk incurred (eg though it may prove
somewhat hazardous) would not seem appropriate in a modern
objective scientific text

●

lack of precision in some areas of the text (eg about an inch thick)
contrasts with expected scientific precision
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●

a narrative style.

Text 3:
●

conversational discourse markers are used to show contracting
information (on the other hand) and make the text more accessible by
creating a conversational relationship.
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4. Indicative content from past paper mark schemes

June 2013 Text 1
Graphology
●

Capitals used to identify nouns of importance.

●

Use of y to represent a ‘th’ in Ye.

Orthography
●

Use of ‘u’ and ‘v’ not fixed, eg vncertaine.

●

Use of ‘i’ and ‘y’ not fixed, eg guyde.

●

No use of ‘j’, eg Iesus, but note use as Roman numeral.

●

Ye as a form of ‘the’.

●

Final/silent ‘e’.

●

Double consonants for short vowel sounds, eg immortall.

Morphology
●

Use of third person –eth and second person –est endings.

Lexis
●

Some near archaic lexis, eg wherefore, wherein. Now most commonly
found in legal language.

●

Semantic change of very.

Grammar
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●

If we be on the water use of subjunctive.

●

If candidates comment on use of base form of verb ‘to be’, where
modern Standard English would inflect for person and tense, then
reward it.
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June 2013 Texts 2 and 3
Both texts are American in origin and both, as newspaper reports, have the
same purpose, which is to inform. They differ not in only in the time period
in which they were written but also in their focus and their emotional
response to the events they recount.
Phonology
Text 2:
●

alliteration is used as a rhetorical device, eg solemn sorrow and friend
and father.

Text 3:
●

no clear evidence of purposeful use of phonology.

Graphology
Text 2:
●

layout typical of a newspaper with headline in the form of a noun phrase
and single column

●

use of capitals

●

use of italics

●

diagram of funeral

●

long s

●

short paragraphs.

Text 3:
●

use of titles

●

short paragraphs.

Orthography
Text 2:
●

standardised spelling

●

no consistent evidence of American spelling yet as this text pre-dates
Webster’s dictionary (honors line 10/honours line 26).

Text 3:
●

no evidence of distinctive American spelling

●

spelling of chandellier?

Morphology
Text 2:
●

no significant comment.

Text 3:
●

no significant comment.
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Lexis
Text 2:
●

Metaphorical language is used to show the importance of Washington to
his country. His description as Father shows his role in forming the
United States.

●

Some limited use of proper nouns show where events took place (eg
Mount Vernon) and those in the list show who was important in the
procession.

●

Adjectives with positive (religious/poetic?) connotations are used
throughout, eg beautiful, sublime, noble. This text’s focus is emotion
and patriotism.

●

Some evidence of changing attitudes towards death as Corpse would
probably be replaced with a more gentle reference or euphemism.

●

The majority of the language is still current (although some would be
considered formal) but oft has probably fallen from general use.

●

Some lexical contrasts to highlight the sadness, eg hero walk ... lay
shrouded corpse.

Text 3:
●

Many proper nouns referring to people and places. This reflects the
focus of the article, which seems to be showing how important the
President was by referring to the people attending his funeral.

●

Proper nouns associated with American political places, eg White House
and Capitol.

●

The nouns capitol and blocks are not found in British English.

●

Semantic field of modern politics, eg State Department, White House
aides.

●

Abbreviation of place names shows knowledgeable audience, eg R I
(‘Rhode Island’).

●

Caisson and catafalque are not archaic but could be considered very
formal. Possibly used because of the state nature of the funeral?

Grammar
Text 2:
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●

Modified noun phrases provide detail.

●

A number of the grammatical features would be common in newspaper
reports today.

●

Relative clauses are used to add descriptions to nouns. These give the
reader more detail, eg those who paid ...

●

Passive sentences are used to change focus. Where the agent is obvious
or necessary it is omitted (... consigned to the tomb).

●

Adverbials are used to give the audience information about the time
place and manner of important actions. Their position reflects their
importance. For example, the author uses two fronted adverbials (one of
time and one of place) in the final paragraph (when ..., where ...).
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●

The sentences are predominantly declarative as the purpose is to
inform. The use of exclamations reflect the sorrow and emotional
response of the nation.

●

Past tense.

Text 3:
●

Adverbials are used throughout, sometimes at the front of sentences
(eg Tomorrow ...), to give details of time, place, manner and reason, to
set the scene, and to allow the audience to reconstruct the chronology
of events.

●

Modified noun phrases to set the emotional tone, eg solemn ceremonies,
or to give descriptive details, eg crystal chandellier.

●

Use of noun phrases in apposition (eg Mr Lawford, the actor ...).

●

Predominantly past tense.

●

Use of modal verb ‘will’ to show future certainty (eg Mrs Kennedy will).

●

Use of passive structure to front important information (eg The Mass
was celebrated by ...).

●

Use of mixture of sentence types including complex with non-finite
clauses (eg kneeling and praying beside the coffin for several
minutes ...).

●

Non-standard use of conjunction or to start a sentence. This highlights
the alternative and is a common feature of journalism.

Discourse/pragmatics
Text 2:
●

how the use of words identifies the relationship between writer and
reader and assumptions about the readership

●

references to the military and Washington’s holsters and pistols implies
his status as a military leader

●

literary forms such as apostrophe to invoke emotion, eg fallen! – Yes!
Fallen! ...

●

numerous noun phrases used as forms of address instead of
‘Washington’, perhaps to emphasise his importance, eg The General,
Commander in chief of the armies

●

apart from the pall bearers there is no mention of others (including the
family) by name – This may indicate changing attitudes to the death of
a head of state and death in general.

Text 3:
●

formal terms of address show respect for the participants and their high
status

●

naming of women through their husbands reflects their status in society
(eg Mrs Joseph P. Kennedy)

●

naming of some as merely ‘brother’ or ‘sister’ possibly reflects a lack of
political or social importance.
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June 2014 Text 1
Graphology
●

First word shows non-standard use of capital letters.

●

No capital letter used for pronoun (his) references to the deity.

Orthography
●

Interchangeable ‘i’ and ‘y’. Candidates should explain this feature and
look for patterns of use in the data and not merely note its presence.

●

Interchangeable ‘u’ and ‘v’.

●

Final ‘e’ still in use.

●

Some evidence of phonetic spelling on words such as entring (where the
unstressed vowel has not been represented), kembing and vertue.

Morphology
●

Compound word bethinks has become archaic.

●

Archaic second person ending –est is used but not consistently, possibly
indicating it was falling out of use.

●

Further inconsistency of verb endings in plac’t.

Grammar
●

Use of the archaic second person pronouns thy and thee which now only
survive in regional dialects.

●

Use of verb ‘to be’ in base form instead of third person singular ‘is’
(eg what at school be said or decided and nothing be finished).

●

Non-standard use of prepositions (eg in entring to schoole).

●

Some ellipsis of pronouns (eg to wash hands and face and let eyes be
upcast).

●

Some non-standard grammar is used to deliver the rhyme (eg abroad
for to scout).

Discourse/pragmatics
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●

Use of thy to refer to audience shows the writer’s higher status and
authority.

●

References to religion show importance of this in education and society
at this time.
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June 2014 Texts 2 and 3
Texts 2 and 3 are both examples of planned written texts with some
aspects of spoken English aimed at young boys. Both texts try to engage
with the reader on a personal level but the relationship is more informal and
personal in Text 3. Both texts have an instructional and educational
function.
The American origin of Text 3 is reflected in aspects of spelling and
vocabulary but this would cause few difficulties for British English users.
Identification and comments should focus on how aspects of this form of
writing have changed over time. This may be in response to changes in
society, including cultural attitudes to health and safety and gender.
Graphology
Text 2:
●

bold heading.

Text 3 (a and b):
●

bold headings to attract audience to key sections

●

capitals are used to highlight some key safety issues

●

italics are used to highlight some key words (possible link to stress in
speech).

Orthography
Text 2:
●

the spelling is standard British English

●

an exception is the seemingly arbitrary mention of a brand name
(Kreem) which uses a distinct phonological spelling.

Text 3 (a and b):
●

American spelling of neighbor.

Morphology
Text 2:
●

advertisements used in its full form and not showing the clipping that
would be used in many texts today.

Lexis
Text 2:
●

farthing is an example of archaic lexis and links to changes in society –
larder, while still used in some contexts, shows the influence of
technology as they have largely been replaced by refrigerators

●

lexis such as obtain and procure are more formal than would be
expected in such texts today.

Text 3 (a and b):
●

American lexis shows the origin of the text and its intended audience,
although it is likely that most British English users would understand
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●

colloquial address to create friendly and equal rapport with audience (eg
drag)

●

technical lexis such as phase change indicates some educational purpose

●

assumes shared knowledge of terms like BB gun and wrist rocket

●

use of a euphemism heck for minor taboo links to the age of the
audience.

Grammar
Text 2:
●

adverbials are used in a variety of positions and for a number of reasons
including showing where an action should take place (eg ... into the
cores), time (eg in the autumn) – these relate to its instructive purpose
and have not changed over time

●

modal verbs are used to indicate certainty (eg you will value it ...)

●

relative clauses are used to add further details about nouns and create
complex structures (eg ... who can make things ...)

●

noun phrase modifiers are used to give description (eg uncooked
vegetables and unpleasant flavour)

●

starting a sentence with ‘but’ would be considered non-standard today
but is still widely used in modern media

●

variety of different sentence types.

Text 3 (a and b):
●

use of exclamation links to speech and creates informal rapport with
audience

●

use of imperatives to instruct

●

adverbials are used to sequence the instructions (eg now)

●

adjective modifiers are used for a variety of reasons: providing essential
descriptive detail (eg plastic soda bottle), encouraging the audience
(eg simplest exploding device) and some, which in other circumstances
may be considered negative, are used to attract the young male
audience (eg disgusting pieces of rancid and dried-out food)

●

adverbials are used in a variety of positions and for a number of reasons
including: showing where an action should take place (eg ... in the
bottle) and adverbs of condition (eg if it failed ...) – these relate to its
instructive purpose

●

modal verbs are used for certainty (eg ... will stick to your skin and it
must be placed ...) and possibility (eg it should ...)

●

mixture of different sentence types.

Discourse/pragmatics
Text 2:
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●

references to boys in the activity shows the expectation of an exclusive
male audience

●

reference to mother in domestic contexts and boys in more practical
roles indicates expectations of gender
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●

reference to the fictional character Robinson Crusoe shows the audience
is expected to identify with and know of this character

●

second person pronoun to address the audience

●

first person plural pronoun we includes the writer and reader and
creates a sense of community

●

the moral and practical side of the activities is stressed (eg making
toffee apples will make you self reliant and making a purifier is useful),
perhaps showing a different attitude towards the purpose of ‘play’

●

candidates may speculate that the inclusion of a brand name could
indicate that the text was sponsored by this company or that the
audience are expected to be aware of them.

Text 3 (a and b):
●

first and second person singular pronoun used to create conversational
effect and to involve the audience

●

discourse markers such as okay link to spoken mode

●

an informal relationship is developed through the use of humour

●

the semantic field could indicate a male gender bias, with the text
having terms referring to unpleasant things and explosions and weapons
(eg rancid and dried-out food and wrist rocket) – stereotypically part of
boys’ play.
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